
Villarreal Law Firm, a Team of Brownsville
Accident Lawyers, Announces New Post on
Bus Accidents

The law firm of Javier Villarreal offers a

team of attorneys, considered among the

best personal injury attorneys near

Harlingen, Texas, and surrounding cities.

BROWNSVILLE, TEXAS, UNITED STATES,

March 25, 2023 /EINPresswire.com/ --

The Villarreal Law Firm is proud to

announce a new content page focused on bus accidents. As traffic continues to worsen

throughout Brownsville and all of Cameron County and South Texas, bus accidents are on the

rise.

Like trucks, passenger buses

as well as school buses are

mammoth-size vehicles. An

accident between a car and

a bus, let alone a bus and a

pedestrian can be

catastrophic.”

Javier Villarreal

“Like trucks, passenger buses as well as school buses are

mammoth-size vehicles. An accident between a car and a

bus, let alone a bus and a pedestrian can be catastrophic,”

explained attorney Javier Villarreal, a managing partner at

the Villarreal Law Firm. “Our new page helps bus accident

victims learn their basic rights and encourages them to

reach out for a lawyer consultation.”

Persons who want to learn more can read the new page at

https://jvlawfirm.net/practice-areas/bus-accidents/. Those

who want to explore the law firm’s team of accident

lawyers as well as more general information on accidents can visit https://jvlawfirm.net/practice-

areas/accident-attorneys/. The law firm works hard to be the best Brownsville accident attorneys,

one client at a time. If someone has been injured in a car, truck, or vehicle accident in

Brownsville or Cameron County, they should contact the attorneys immediately for a free

evaluation. Brownsville TX (https://visitbtx.com/) has more than its fair share of vehicle accidents,

and although the Brownsville Police Department (https://www.brownsvillepd.com/) and City of

Brownsville (https://www.brownsvilletx.gov/1459/Police-Department) both work hard to

minimize accidents, accidents still happen. That’s the reality. Bus accidents happen and someone

(or one of their loved ones) may become a victim. A bus accident can create injuries for a)
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pedestrians, b) passengers on the bus (including the driver), c) other vehicles on the road.

Accidents between buses and trucks, or buses and trains can be especially catastrophic.

FINDING AN ACCIDENT ATTORNEY WHO UNDERSTANDS BUS ACCIDENTS

Here is background on this release. Finding the “best” personal injury accident lawyer for one’s

needs after a bus accident with injuries involves taking three important steps. Firstly, research

potential bus accident attorneys and read reviews from previous clients to get an idea of their

experience and success rates. Secondly, schedule a consultation to discuss the details of one’s

case and assess the lawyer’s communication style, expertise, and overall fit. Finally, trust one’s

instincts and choose an bus accident lawyer in South Texas who feels like the right match for

one’s unique situation. While there is no single “best” lawyer after a bus accident (including one

with injuries), finding the right fit can make all the difference in achieving a successful outcome

for one’s personal injury case vis-a-vis a bus company and their insurer.

ABOUT THE VILLARREAL LAW FIRM

The law firm of Javier Villarreal offers a team of attorneys, considered among the best personal

injury attorneys near Harlingen, Texas, and surrounding cities in Cameron County. Whether a

person is looking for an auto or car accident attorney, a lawyer with broad experience in trucking

accidents and litigation (including 18 wheelers), or a lawyer for injuries that resulted from a

motorcycle, boating, or other forms of accidents (including slip and fall), the Villarreal team of

attorneys can help. The attorneys fight for client rights throughout Cameron County – and are

known as the top personal injury lawyers in Brownsville and Harlingen, from Los Fresnos to San

Benito, and in all of South Padre Island.
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